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Introduction. 
Group-testing is concerned with the classification of N units 
into disjoint categorieso In the simplest case there are two distinct 
categories which are called good and defective. The characteristic feature 
of unrestricted binary group-testing is that any number x of units 
(1 ~ x ~ N) can be tested simultaneously with only one of two possible 
error-free outcomes: (i) all the x are good or (ii) at least one unit 
among the x is defective (it is not known which ones or how many). The 
problem is to devise a scheme, preferably sequential, which minimizes the 
expected number of tests needed to classify all of the N units as either 
good or defectiveo The units are assumed to have come independently from 
a binomial population with connnon probability p of being defective and 
q = 1-p of being good. 
In this paper it is assumed that q is known. The case of unknown q 
is discussed in [7] and [9]; in the latter a Bayes solution is found for 
a beta prior with small integer exponentso An asymptotic Bayes solution 
is developed in [8]. 
There are numerous versions of this problem depending on exactly what 
is known beforehand, how many and what outcomes each test on x units can 
have, and different restrictions that can be placed on the above formulation; 
some different versions can be found among the references at the end of 
this paper. Many papers have been written on group-testing since the first 
paper by Dorfman [1]; his procedure is described near the end of this paper. 
Perhaps the simplest version of the problem (now almost classical) is 
Problem one in which it is known at the outset that there is exactly one 
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defective present in the whole set of N units. In this version the value 
of q has no bearing on the problem. It has been shown by Huffman [2], 
Sandelius [6], and Zimmerman 
is a halving procedure 1\rsz 
the entire set of N units. 
(18], that for this case the optimal solution 
that clearly does not start by testing 
If N = 2Y + R where y and R are nonnegative 
integers with R < 2Y, then in the first test any subgroup of size x is 
used, where x is in the closed interval [2y-l, 2Y] and eliminate which-
ever group contains no defective. To be more specific, for the halving 
procedure, it can be assumed that O ~ N/2 - x < 1 or that x = (N/2]. 
Letting n denote the current size of the defective batch, i.e., the batch 
that contains the defective units, this procedure is repeated with n 
replacing N until the defective unit is identified. The expected number 
of tests needed, E(T), is known (e.g., see [6]) to be 
Thus, roughly speaking, a halving procedure is one that uses one of the 
integers closest to n/2 whenever it is necessary to select a subset of 
units from these n units for testing. Later on in the paper a procedure 
is regarded as a halving procedure even though it uses halving only when 
a defective batch is partitioned. The idea of binary search refers to 
the fact that there are only two disjoint outcomes for each test, regard-
less of how many units are being tested. 
The case in which it is known beforehand that there are exactly D ~ 2 
defectives present also does not depend on q, but the optimal solution 
for locating all the defectives is not a halving procedure. A nested 
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procedure based on recursive formulas for this problem is developed in 
(12]; for D = 2 it is shown to be optimal among all procedures for an 
infinite set of possible starting N-values. 
Since the halving procedure above is optimal in the classical problem 
with exactly 1 defective and was also noted to be asymptotically (q-+ 1) 
optimal for fixed N in other problems (e.g., see [7] and also remarks 
below for the problem of finding exactly 1 defective), it is quite natural 
for people to think of using this procedure for all kinds of group-testing 
problems. Hence it is of considerable importance to know just when some 
halving procedure is optimal and to know its limitations in various problems. 
It is with these ideas in mind that the present paper is being written, 
i.e., we wish to compare certain halving procedures with the corresponding 
optimal procedures for: (i) the problem of finding one defective if it 
exists, and (ii) the problem of finding all the defectives. 
All the procedures considered in this paper have a nested property 
in the sense that when we have a batch that contains a defective unit, one 
continues to break down, i~e., partition, that batch until a defective 
unit is foundu Moreover, this is completed without mixing in any other 
units from other sources. This property of being nested is inherent in the 
recursive formulas that define the procedure. 
Problem Two: Finding One Defective if it Exists. 
In a recent paper, Thomas, Pasternack, Vocirca and Thompson (16] 
introduced a procedure ¾ for application to a problem of radiological 
health, in which the entire batch is tested at the outset and, if the 
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units are not all good, then we proceed to look for exactly 1 defective 
unit using the halving procedure mentioned above. (It is not essential 
to test the entire set of N units on the first test; this helps to 
keep the expected number of tests small when q is close to 1, but does 
not help to increase the probability, P(CC), of correctly classifying all 
units, since all procedures that find one defective (whenever one exists) have 
the same P(CC) given by (8) below.) Using n to denote the current size of the 
defective batch (as above), the next test batch of size xis taken (from the 
defective batch) to be such that O ~ n/2 - x <: 1, i.e., x = [n/2] is taken in 
a nested manner from the batch that is known to contain at least one defective. 
The expected number of test E(TIR.r) for this procedure also denoted 
by ~(N) or simply by H(N), can be easily obtained from the following 
recursions: 
For N ~ 1 
(2) H(N) * = 1 + p F (N) u 
(3) 
n 
* ) 1-q X *( ) *c ) F (n - + q F n-x + F x , 
- 1-q 
where x = (n/2]u The boundary conditions for this recursion are 
H(O) = F*(1) = o. Here F*(x) = p-1(1-qx) F(x) where F(x) is the 
expected number of tests needed to find a defective in a batch of size x 
that is known to contain at least one defective. The derivation of (2) 
and. (3) is along the same lines as used in [3], [7], and [10] and need 
not be repeated here. Equations (2) and (3) can be combined to form a single 
recursion of the form 
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(~-) X N X H(N) = 1 - q - q + q H(N-x) + H(x) for N :?: 2, 
where x = [N/~!] and only the single boundary condition, H(l) = 1 
is needed. Thus, eug., for N = 15, 30, 50, we obtain after a fair amount 
of algebra 
(5) ff.:r(15) = 4(1-q15 ) + q, 
18 22 43 (7) H.r,(50) = 6(1-q50) + q - (l - q + q 2 q ) 1 + q + q 
the numerical values for q = .90 in the above are 4.0764, 5.6675 and 
6.J~·~jl, respectively. 
We are also interested in the probability that the use of procedure 
~ will lead to the correct classification of all units, ioe., that either 
all units are good or the defective unit found is the only defective unit 
present. In other words, all units not found to be defective are tacitly 
assumed to be good under procedure 
this probability P(CC) is clearly 
(8) N N-1 P{CCIRrl = q + Npq 
R • T 
For any N:?: 1 and any q 
and the numerical values for q = .9 in the above 3 cases are .5490, 
.1837, and .0338, respectively. Clearly, if q ~ 1 then P(CC) ~ 1 
for any fixed N but for fixed values of q and large values of N the 
result can be quite far from 1 as is seen above. Thys the procedure Rr 
should not be used for the purpose of finding all the defectives with 
high probability unless n is moderate in size and p is very close to zero. 
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It is desirable to avoid making comparisions of the E{T) for different 
procedures unless the P(CC)-values are exactly the same. The P(CC)-
value is the usual {frequency-type) probability and refers to what can 
be expected if the procedure is used over and over again; it is not to 
be confused with the posterior probability of a correct classification of 
all units, which depends strongly on what is observed for the particular 
sample at hand. 
Three different lower bounds for ~(N) will be discussed. One 
is from coding theory and is called the Huffman lower bound (HLB) {See [2]). 
Another from information theory has a simple analytic form and is called 
the information lower bound {ILB). {See [7]). Both of these bounds apply 
to any group-testing procedure that finds at most one defective unit and 
hence they enable the user to assess how close any procedure for the problem 
at hand is to being an optimal procedure. The third bound is actually 
a pair _of bounds (upper and lower), but they apply only to the procedure 
R.r· Both the HLB and ILB are based on the identity 
(9) N N-1 q + p + qp + •• Q + q p = 1, 
which gives the probabilities of the N + 1 possible outcomes of any 
procedure applicable for Problem 2; here qp (for example) indicates 
that the defective unit found was in the second position (after the N 
units were initially randomized and the resulting order held fixed) and 
the unit in the first position was found to be good. 
For the HLB these N + 1 probabilities are ordered and the 2 
smallest are added, thus forming the first new number which replaces the 
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two that gave rise to it. This resulting set of N numbers is reordered 
and again the two smallest are added, forming the second new number. This 
process is repeated until only one new number, whose value is one, remains. 
The sum of all the N new numbers is the BLB. No simple explicit analytic 
expression holds for the HLB, but the calculation for any q and moderate 
N is straightforward and easy with or without a computer. For N = 15 
and q = .9() the value obtained is 
(10) lil,B = 3.7606. 
The ILB is obtained by the formula 
N 
(11) ILB = - i~ pi log2 Pi 
where the pi are the N + 1 probabilities on the left side of (9). 
A little algebra gives the result 
1 N 
(12) ILB = - ( 1:~ )(p log2 P + q log2 q) • 
This is in agreement with the result in (7.4) of [3] for the case N = oo. 
For N = 15 and q = .90 the value of (12) is 
(13) ILB = 307244. 
For the third bound let the random variable ~ denote the (true) 
number of defectives among the N units. Then 
N 
(14) H(N) = (f:b P{~ = d!N) E{TI~ = d} 
N N I ~ q + (1-q) E{T ~ = 1) 
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since ~ > 1 leads to an easier problem than ~ = 1. Using (1) and 
the fact that all the N units are tested at the outset, one obtains 
(15) E{Tf~ = 1) = y + 1 + 2:-, 
where y and R are defined above by writing N = 2Y + R. The upper 
bound, obtained by putting (15) in (14), is 
(16) N N 2R N 2R H(N) ~ q + (1-q ){y + 1 + N) = 1 + (1-q )(y + N) . 
Moreover, since y + 1 is the minimum number of tests for B ~ 1, one 
also has the lower bound 
(17) N 1 + y(l-q) • 
For N = 15 and q = .90 these yield the bounds 
(18) 3.3823 ~ H(15) ~ 4.1235 
but it should be noted that the procedure Rr was used in the derivation. 
It should also be noted that the classical halving procedure R0 that 
starts by testing half of the N units (i.e., by x = [N/2]) and makes 
an extra final test whenever necessary accomplishes the same task, namely, 
it finds a defective unit if one exists and stops as soon as it is found. 
However, the analysis now depends on q and the simple result (1) no 
longer holds, not even as a bound (except possibly for N = 2y in which case 
and the lower bound y is also obtained from (1) when R = O). However, 
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for q close to 1 the halving procedure ~ is better than R0 since 
the chance of stopping after 1 test under ~ is not negligible. 
· For N = 15 it is easily shown that 
(20) 
and for q > q0 (where q0 < .9) the value in (5) is less than that in 
(20). In particular, N = 15 and q = .90 it has already been seen that 
H.r(N)a: 4.0764 and by (20) E(TIR0) = 4.1288" A generalized halving 
procedure should allow us to use R0 or ~, whichever gives the better 
result. The P(CC) in (8) holds for all of these procedures. 
The authors of [15] suggest the use of procedure Rr as a means of 
classifying all the units, by assuming that for certain applications 
( e.g.·, testing sealed radium sources for leakage as in [ 16]) the probability 
of more than one defective being present is negligible; here units not found 
to be defective are classified as good. They recognized the uncertainty of 
this procedure (the P(CC) is given by (8)), but did not explicitly 
examine the numerical value of this uncertainty or its implications. 
Subsequently Sobel, motivated by the notion of allowing some uncertainty 
in the P(CC) considered both a conditional model [13) and an unconditional 
model [14] and developed optimal nested procedures for each of these models~ 
In the conditional model, D is an upper bound on the number of defectives 
present and the calculations are all conditional on number of defectives 
present and the calculations are all conditional on this. In the un-
conditional model, D is viewed as the maximum number of defectives to 
look for and D is then determined so that the P(CC) is equal to or 
* greater than a specified value P (close to one). In both cases when 
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D = 1 the procedure ~ agrees with the optimal nested procedure if N 
is reasonably small and p is very close to zero, (say, Np< 1). 
If the model includes the assumption that there is at most D = 1 
defective present among the N units, then the conditional expected 
number of tests is used to assess the procedure; for the procedure ~ 
this is 
N N-1 
(21) E{TJD = 1) = N q N-l (1) + N Npq N-l (y + 1 + :) 
q + Npq q + Npq 
= 
q + p[N(y+l) + 2R] 
q + Np 
It has been noted above that for procedure ~ and this model the 
unconditional P(cc)-value given by (8) is still valid; the conditional 
probability of correctly classifying all units is of course equal to one 
under all these procedures. The conditional procedure proposed in (13] 
is an improvement on the procedure ~ since it does not restrict the 
strategy to a halving procedure. In actual application (partly because 
of the simple frequency interpretation it has) the unconditional approach 
is to be preferred, unless, of course, it is known that there is in fact 
at most D = 1 defective present. 
The unconditional procedure ¾n in [14] would be carried out as 
follows. Suppose as before that q = .9 and N = 15 and we want to 
* * have a P(CC) >- P, where P = .94 say. Then we find that the smallest 
integer D such that 
(22) P{X ~ DfN = 15, * p = .l} ~ p 
is D = 3 by the use of any table of the cumulative binomial distribution. 
For comparison purposes it is desirable to randomize between D = 2 and 
D = 3 to make the probability in (22) exactly equal to .94 but for this 
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illustration {or for practical usage) this can be avoided. The experimenter 
then proceeds to carry out the testing by using exactly the same strategy 
called R1 that was extensively described in [7) as a function of N 
and q = 1-p. For example, it starts by examining 7 units. If these 
fail, it examines 3 of the 7. If the 7 units pass,it examines in the next 
test all 8 of the remaining units; the rest of the strategy is given in 
Table VA of [7]o The expected number of tests for N = 15, q = .90 and 
D = 3 is 6.8406. 
The procedure stops as soon as 3 defective units are found or the 
units are found to be all good, whichever comes sooner. For this procedure 
P(Cc)· = .9444 when N = 15 and q = .90. This procedure also has an Ill,B 
and an ILB given in (14] and the values for N = 15, q = .9 are 6.7558 
and 6.7025, respectively. 
* * If a smaller P, say P = .5 had been chosen then one would find 
by (8) that D = 1 satisfies (22). The strategy remains the same except 
that the procedure now stops when 1 defective unit is found or when all the 
units are found to be good, whichever comes sooner. The expected number 
of tests for N = 15, q = .90 and D = 1 is 3.76060 Since this is 
exactly equal to the Ill,B for D = 1 in (10) above, it follows that the 
nested strategy for D = 1 in this case is an optimal procedure among all 
possible procedures, nested or otherwise. Indeed, this same result holds when 
D = 1 for any N and any q. For D > 1 one cannot show optimality in 
this manner but it is still conjectured to hold. It does not follow from 
this that ¾,n is optimal among all nested procedures that satisfy the 
* p -requirement (22), but this is also conjectured in (14] to be true for 
any N and any qo 
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A little care is necessary to avoid comparing procedures with 
different P(CC)-valueso However, if one uses the same D-value in RT 
and ¾,D then the P(Cc) is necessarily the same. 
The optimal nested procedure for finding one defective (or classifying 
all the units as good) is the inconditional procedure R defined in 
U,1 
* (14] without starting with any specified P, but just by letting D = 1. 
For the case of an infinite population, i.e., N = oo, the problem 
of finding a single defective was considered in [3]. The optimal nested 
procedure described there uses a mixed strategy (called Ri) that follows 
the procedure R1 of [7] when a set is known to be defective (G-situation) 
and it has to be partitioned. Before that, in the so-called H-situation, 
this optimal procedure follws the strategy of another procedure R2 
(See Appendix A of [7]). For N -?00 this mixed strategy Riis an 
asymptoti~ally optimal nested procedureo The advantage of letting N -?00 
is that the resulting procedure that does not depend on N. On the other 
hand, the disadvantage is that for any fixed current value n of N the 
strategy will sooner or later call for a test batch of size x that is 
greater than n; from that point on one can no longer use the asymptotic 
proceduree 
An efficiency rating (which is a function of q and N) can be defined 
for any procedure R by considering the inverse ratio of the expected 
number of tests for procedure R to the same quantity for the optimal 
nested procedure Ri· The asymptotic efficiency (which is a function of q 
only) is the limit of this ratio as N ~ oo. Under this definition any 
nested halving procedure R that starts by testing all the N units has 
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asymptotic efficiency zero for all q-values; this is becasue the value 
of H.r(NIR) is approximately log2N which approaches oo as N gets large. 
On the other hand, the optimal result for finding one defective approaches 
a function of x (the initial batch size) that depends only on q and 
not on N. Hence the asymptotic efficiency is zero for any such procedure 
R. It should be noted that it is still possible for the efficiency of R 
for fixed q to be 100]6 for small or moderate values of N; the 
procedure Rr for N = 15 and q = .99 is a case in point as is in-
dicated by Table 1 of (13]. Moreover, essentially the same argument shows 
that for the classical halving procedure R0 , which starts by testing 
[N/2] units, is nested, and continues to partition by halving, the asymptotic 
{N -?oo) efficiency is again zero. 
To discuss the efficiency of procedure Rl,D defined by recursive 
formulae in (13], it is necessary to take into account the fact that it 
is assumed in the model that there are at most D defectives among the N 
units. Thus conditional probabilities are appropriate here. Since the HLB 
is actually attained for D = 1, this procedure R11 is loo% efficient 
(when D = 1) for all N and all q under that model; hence for D = 1 
we also have loo% asymptotic efficiency over all q-values under that 
model. For D ~ 2 this procedure Rl,D is conjectured to be efficient 
for all N and all q, but this was not proved. 
In a companion paper [14] the procedure ¾,o for the corresponding 
unconditional problem allows us to look for at most D defectives without 
assuming that there are at most D defectives among the N units. Under 
this unconditional model we can make fair comparisons of the efficiency 
of ¾,l' 8-r and R0 all of which are appropriate for problem 2 and 
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do not assume (as part of the model} that there is at most D = 1 defective 
unit among all the N units. This procedure ¾,l described in (14] 
uses exactly the same strategy as the procedure R1 in [7] for all D, 
N and q-values. Moreover, for D = 1 it appears that the HLB is 
attained for all N and all q, so that procedure ¾.l is 10a% efficient 
for all N and all q-values and this property is conjectured to hold 
for all values of Do Thus procedure ¾,l serves as a natural base for 
computing the efficiency of any other procedure for problem 2. Extensive 
computations for finite N have not been made. However, as noted earlier, 
the asymptotic efficiency is zero for both ~ and R0 and indeed for 
any procedure that is nested, tests a fixed (positive) proportion of all 
the N units at the outset, and also tests another fixed {positive) 
proportion of all the units in a defective batch. The halving procedures 
under discussion {like Rx and R0) clearly have these properties. 
Problem 3: Finding all the Defectives. 
Two other halving procedures, R4 and R5, are introduced in 
Appendix C of [7] but these are expressley set up to find all the 
defectives in the sample of N units. Although one cannot compare these 
directly with Rx or ¾,D' it should be of considerable interest to 
the user to know how much more testing is needed on the average to raise his 
P{CC) to one. One of these procedures, R4, allows the experimenter to 
combine independent binomial sets (in the current state of knowledge) 
and hence it is called a recombination procedure. Under this procedure 
one only needs to keep track of at most two batches of unclassified units. 
Under the other procedure, R5, recombination is not allowed and the 
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experimenter has to work with more and more batches of units as the testing 
proceeds. The latter, R5, is less efficient and should be used only 
when the application forbids any recombination. Explicit formulas and 
numerical values for the expected number of tests required under procedures 
R4 and R5 for N ~ 12 are given in Appendix C of [7)o 
To enlarge the table for procedure R4 in equation (151) of [7] 
the polynomials for the expected number of tests for N = 13, 14, 15 
and 16 have been derived; from equations (149) and (150) of [7] for the 
halving procedure R4 these results are 
(23) H4(13) = 41 - 32q - 5q2 - q3 + 2q4 - 5q5 + q6 + 3q7 - 2qB - q9, 
(24) H4(14) = 45 - 35q - 6q2 - q3 + 3q4 - 6q5 + q6 + 3q7 - 2qB - q9, 
(~5) H4(15) = 49 - 38q - 7q2 - q3 + 3q4 - 6q5 + q6 + 3q7 - qB - 2q9 , 
(26) H4(l6) = 54 - 42q - 8q2 - q3 + 3q4 - 6q5 + q6 + 3q7 - q8 - 2q9 • 
For N = 15 and q = .9 equation (25) gives us 7.5874 as the expected 
number of tests to classify all the units using the halving procedure R4 • 
In contrast, the procedure R1 for the same N and q requires 7.213 
tests on the average; the latter appears in Table VA of [7]. The HLB for 
this problem is 7.085 and the ILB is 7.035; these can be found in Table 
2 A of [9]. Although the HLB is not met, the procedure R1 is known 
to be optimal among all nested procedures. For further contrast, the original 
* procedure ¾> of Dorfman in [1] breaks up the N = 15 units into 3 
batches of size 4 and 1 batch of size 3 when q = .90. For each batch, 
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the first test is on the whole batch and if that fails each unit is tested 
separately. No inference is used if a batch of 4 fails and the first 3 
of these units are found to be good, i.e., the 4th unit has to be tested 
also; a modification of Dorfman's procedure that uses inference was 
introduced in [5] but we omit it in the present discussion. The expected 
number of tests under * ~ for N = 15 and q = .90 is 
* 4 ~ 3 4 (27) E{TIRD} = 3(5 - 4q] + 4 - 3qJ = 19 - 3q - 12q = 8.9398. 
Another modification RS of Dorfman's procedure is due to Sterrett (15], 
which also fails to bring in the use of inference when it is applicable. In 
this modification defective batches are tested one-at-a-time only until 
a defective unit is found. Then the remainder of that batch is tested 
and either it is passed in 1 test or we again test units individually 
until a defective unit is found, etc. In computing the result for the 
Sterrett procedure we have added the use of inference so that the results 
* are slightly better for this modification Rs than for the procedure RS 
as originally proposed. Recombination of binomial units is not used in 
* RS or in RS. The starting value n is of course the optimal value for 
* the modified procedure RS based on the known value of q. For q = .90 
we use groups of size n = 5 * for R~ (and also for RS), so that for 
N = 15, we have three such groups. The expected number of tests under 
* RS for each group of size n and for any q is given by 




but we shall not derive this result here. (See also the discussion about 
this in [4] and [9]). It should be noted that no exact expression like 
(28) is given in (15] for the procedure RS. The expected number of tests 
* under RS for N = 15 and q = .90 is therefore 
(29) 
which is an improvement over the result for procedure 
halving procedure R4 * is an improvement over both ¾
Thus, the 
* and RS and the 
optimal nested procedure R1 
* 
is a substantial improvement over both 
and Rs• 
These improvements could be translated into an asymptotic efficiency 
rating for any procedure R {as a function of q) by considering for any 
N the inverse ratio of the expected numbers of tests for the procedure R 
and the optimal nested procedure and finding the limit as N "oo of this 
ratioo This has been done in [4] for a number of procedures; the foundation 
for this work is in (10]. [All efficiencies in the ensuing discussion are 
meant to be asymptotic {N "oo) and this adjective will be dropped 
at times when there is no confusion. To be specific the efficiency is 
usually computed at q = .99.J Thus, for q = .99 it was found that the 
* asymptotic efficiency of the Dorfman procedure RD is only 41.44% and 
* that of RS is somewhat higher, 54.44%. By the same definition the 
procedure R1 has 1oo,g efficiency with respect to the class of nested 
procedures and is conjectured to be 100;6 efficient among all procedures. 
Another procedure R2 based on information theory concepts is intro-
duced in Appendix A of [?]o It represents a limit {N "oo) of the 
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procedure R1 (R1 is uniformly better than R2 for all q and all N) 
and the recursion for R2 depends on q, but not on N. The asymptotic 
efficiency of R2 is shown in [4] to be over 9()% uniformly in q among 
all procedures, nested or otherwise. 
The asymptotic efficiency of procedure R4 was not considered in [4] 
and this has not yet been evaluated. For q close to 1, say q = .99, 
it should prove to be highly efficient. However, for q < 1/2 it has been 
noted in Table II A of [7] that both procedures, 
inefficient. In fact, R4 is even worse than 
and R5, are highly 
and both efficiencies 
apparently approach zero as q ~ O. One could argue that no group-testing 
procedure would be used if it was known that q < 1/2. but the halving 
procedures are also useful when q is unknown and these efficiencies 
still apply. 
There is a halving procedure, R04 , defined on page 139 of (10] 
that is highly efficient for all q. Here halving is used only in the 
so-called G-situation when a set is known to be defective; in the so-called 
H-situation an optimal batch size x is found by searching for that integer 
x that minimizes the expression 
(30) W{qlRo4) = [ 1 + p F)x)] p ' 
1 - q 
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* where F {x), which depends on q, is the same function that appears 
in (2) and (3) above. For q< 1/2 it is easily found that X = 1 so 
that the efficiency is 10o% for q < 1/2 and, in fact, this holds for 
q < ($-1)/2 = .618 ••• exactly as for the optimal procedure. The 
q-intervals for X = 2, X = 3 and X = 4 in the H-situation under 
procedure R04 are exactly the same as under the asymptotically optimal 
procedure (see R21 and ROl both defined in (10]). Hence up to 
q = .8813 (and also for other higher values of q) the procedure Ro4 
is loo% efficient. In the H-situation procedure R21 {and ROl) 
uses X = 5 for .8567 ~ q ~ .8813, X = 6 for .8813 ~ q ~ .8987, 
and X = 7 for 08987 ~ q ~ .9116; in general it uses X for q in 
the interval bounded on the left by the root of X-1 X 1-q - q = O and 
on the right by the root of 1-qx - qx+l = o. Corresponding to this, the 
procedure Ro4 uses x = 5 for .8567 ~ q ~ .8897, and uses x = 7 
for .8897 ~ q ~ .9116, so that x = 6 is never used in an H-situation 
under Ro4 for any q; the value q = .8897 is the root of 5 7 1-q -q = o. 
In the G-situation with these small values of x, the procedure Ro4 
is the same as that of R21 (or R01 ) for all x ~ 9, with the exception 
of x = 6. It follows that the procedure R04 is also 10~ efficient 
for .8987 ~ q ~ .9296, since R21 uses x = 7 for 
x = 8 for a9116 ~ q ~ .9216 and x = 9 for .9216 ~ q ~ .9296. From 
these remarks one can expect the minimum efficiency of Ro4 {over all 
q < .93) to occur near q = .89, at the center of the interval above 
(.8813, 8987), where it disagrees with R21 • Calculating the value of 
W(qjR04 ) in (28), one obtains .5055 which represents the (asymptotic 
or long term) expected number of tests per unit classified when q = .89 
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and N = =· The corresponding quantity for procedure R21 {or R01 ) is 
.5032. The ratio 5032/5055 = .995 or 99.5% is therefore estimated to be 
the minimal efficiency of procedure R04 over all values of q < .93. 
For q = .95 and .99 the efficiency of R04 is even higher than 99.5% (See 
Table 1 of (10]), but 99.5% is still not the minimum asymptotic efficiency 
over all values of q. As q approaches one and the value of x {for the 
H-situation) increases, the procedure R04 continues to prefer powers of 
two for x and to avoid numbers of the form 302Y {like 6) which are half-
way between powers of two. The latter values of x correspond to values 
of q at which the efficiency of R04 "hits a valley". Thus at q = .9li-5 
the value of x for R21 is 12 but procedure R04 uses x = 15. The 
efficiency of R04 at q = .945 is 99.4~; this is slightly lower than the 
value at q.= .89, but still over 9(Jfo. At q = .9715 the value of x for 
R21 is 24 but procedure R04 uses x = 31; the efficiency of Ro4 at 
q = .9715 is 99.2%. At q = .9857 the value of x for R21 is 48 but 
procedure R04 uses x = 63; the efficiency of Ro4 at q = .9857 is 
again 99.2%. For q values> .9857 the low efficiency values (when x 
is of the form 302Y) finally start to increase toward one and it appears as 
if the efficiency values of 99.2% is a global minimum over all q-values. 
In summary, if one regards procedure R04 defined in (10] as a halving 
procedure (it uses halving only in the G-situation), then it has been shown 
by actual construction that there exists a halving proced~re for fi~ding 
all the defectives which has very high asymptotic efficiency (it appears 
to be> 9<_$) uniformly for all values of qo However, it should be pointed 
out that procedure R21 (or R01 ) is uniformly better than Ro4 and, as 
long as the instructions and tables are available for both, one could argue 
that there is little reason for preferring R04 to R21 o 
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